
Grange Primary School 

Weekly Bulletin  

Friday 14th May 2021 

Quote for the week: 

“Never point a finger where you never lent a hand.” – Robert Brault 

Dear Grange families, 

 
Grange Primary School are proud to announce that we now have an  

Edible Playground! 

We have started the Edible Playground project and are all very excited about the  

transformation that has started to take place on our playground.  Raised planting beds have 

appeared throughout the playground in which every year group would be planting, growing, 

harvesting & eating fruit and vegetables throughout the year.  
 

We also have an outdoor classroom with benches and an outdoor whiteboard - all surrounded 

by trees. The team from Trees for Cities (who helped fund this project) set to work creating the 

planting spaces and delivered a virtual assembly explaining the project to the children.  
 

Planting will begin this term with more support from Trees for  

Cities so teachers know which crops to grow and when.  So as 

this project develops it promises to further enrich the curriculum, 

linking growing foods to history, art, science, mathematics and 

geography. It will teach the children about where foods come 

from and the importance and joy of healthy eating.   
 

Eid Mubarak to all our families! Have a restful weekend! 
The Grange Team 
 

Belong Believe  Achieve 

 
First name 

 
Class 

 
New Age 

Hana  Sun  4 

Bobby  Jupiter  8 

Nathan  Venus  6 

Quinten  Jupiter  8 

Nayah  Pluto  10 

Kiera  Planet Earth  7 

Asiah  Jupiter  8 

Yasmin  Supernova  9 

Elliott  Mercury  6 

Mohammed Sun 4 

ATTENDANCE & PUNCTUALITY 

School Year 20-21 Class Winner % 

Attendance Whole School 92% 

KS1 Winner Venus 97% 

KS2 Winner Saturn  98% 

Punctuality Whole School 97% 

KS1 winner  Venus  98% 

KS2 winner Supernova  99% 



Certificates given this week were for RESPONSIBILITY  

Class Champion’s 

Name: 

Reason for Award: 

Mercury Toddreic For being responsible in class and being a good role 

model to others.  

Mercury Ibrahim For being responsible during learning time and taking 

care of his friends.  

Venus Anes For always staying on task with his work even when 

others may not be.  

Venus Kandji Making a significant improvement in his reading.  

Mars Ramla For always taking responsibility for her behaviour and 

Mars Liya For always taking responsibility for her behaviour and 

learning.  

Planet Earth Asiya For helping other children with their learning.  

Planet Earth Kayden For focusing on his learning and challenging himself in 

Maths.  

Jupiter Gbemi For always trying her hardest and trying to improve her 

work.  

Jupiter Harry  For taking his time and not rushing through his work.  

Saturn Nelly  For taking responsibility for her own learning and  

becoming so much more independent. Well done Nelly!  

Saturn Holly For taking responsibility for her behaviour and being 

such a positive role model for the rest of the class ALL 

THE TIME! Well done Holly!  

Belong Believe  Achieve 



Certificates given this week were for RESPONSIBILITY 

Class Champion’s 

Name: 

Reason for Award: 

Galaxy Amah For taking care of our school equipment and working 

hard.  

Galaxy Joel For taking pride in his work and always working hard.  

Supernova Bethany  For continuously showing respect and supporting her 

peers.  

Supernova Ahmed For showing enthusiasm and passion for his learning.  

Neptune Daniella For showing the value of responsibility by being able to 

self reflect and make the right choices.  

Neptune Mariama For showing responsibility by treating her peers with 

kindness and respect.  

Pluto Fiona For showing the value of responsibility by taking  

ownership of her learning and always seeking out  

Pluto Aleena For showing responsibility by being proactive during the 

Year 5 science workshop by listening and providing great 

Aurora Rylee For using any spare time to go back to his learning and 

finish everything off.   

Aurora Dami Developing her earning while helping to teach others.  

Sky Sandra For over coming her fear to present her aspirations to the 

class.  

Sky Teddi  Beginning to think about her aspirations for the future.   

Belong Believe  Achieve 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Belong Believe  Achieve 

Mars & Planet Earth Class  

 

Year 2 have been learning all about nocturnal 

animals in English. They have created  

information posters, fact files and  

non-chronological reports. In Maths we have 

been focusing on addition and subtraction 

skills. As part of Science week the children 

have learnt about the effects of air pollution 

and planted different seeds in the raised beds. 

In Topic they have been focusing on Brazil and 

created pictures by a Brazilian Artist. In RE the 

children have learnt about the Ten  

Commandments.  

Aurora & Sky Class  

 

Year 6 have been studying the text “The 

Wedding Ghost” by Leon Garfield and 

Charles Keeping. In this lesson, we  

re-enacted a scene where Jack travels on the 

train to London and annoys the other  

passengers by singing loudly. The children 

played the roles of the other passengers, and 

noted down their thoughts and feelings 

about Jack and ideas for dialogue which 

would feed into our character description of 

Jack.  


